
ALPHACAM Version 2022.1
With the 2022.1 Release of ALPHACAM, we’ve not only added a host of new 
features and enhancements, but we’ve also reimagined how the product’s 
functionality is segmented – making it easier for customers to match features to 
their manufacturing needs.

Release overview
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This new features and enhancements in the latest release focus on improved user workflows, increased speed and performance, enhanced nesting 
strategies, and improved compatibility with CABINET VISION.

|  Learn more at www.alphacam.com

What’s new in 2022.1
Key features and enhancements

ALPHACAM Reimagined

The building blocks of a successful manufacturing business

With this latest release, ALPHACAM functionally has been 
split up into a series of new multipliers that build on top of the 
CORE 3-Axis Solution. This replaces the old system of ‘Levels’ 
and makes it much easier for customers to understand what 
functionality best suits their manufacturing needs.

This re-structured approach to the software allows customers 
to build the CAM solution they need to meet the immediate 
demands of their business and eliminate the need to purchase 
functions that are not required to achieve significant cost 
savings. Users begin with ALPHACAM Core, which gives them the 
essential CAM functionality for a wide variety of standard 3-Axis 
machining applications. They can then build highly customised 
solutions by adding the tools they need to fulfil their broader 
business needs. Dubbed “multipliers,” these tools build upon, or 
multiply, the power of the core software tools.
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Desktop Enhancements

Link to CABINET VISION database for increased 
interoperability 

Version 2022.1 adds a link to the CABINET VISION materials 
database, making it much easier for customers working 
with both programs to streamline their workflow. The link 
to this database works in both directions so adding or 
removing materials from one is reflected in the other. In 
addition, CABINET VISION materials can now be imported 
using a .csv file.  

Improved user interface and workflow enhancements 

Various updates have been made to improve how users 
interact with ALPHACAM. Starting with an updated 
file browser to instantly open files through to an all-
new double click command to quickly access common 
commands, these enhancements help users access 
their data and commonly used commands more quickly, 
saving time while programming. Also included are a new 
Tool Library Search for quickly finding tools, the ability 
to set default templates for layers and geometry, and 
new keyboard shortcuts for quick and intuitive navigation 
through the software. 

Increased performance and workflows in xAutomation

ALPHACAM’s already robust automation tools gain a host 
of performance improvements which make it faster and 
easier to work with large databases, process multidrills, 
and preview parts. Improvements to xAutomation’s 
workflow allow for users to better manage configurations 
with new expand/collapse tools and find materials more 
quickly with improved sorting capabilities. 

The industry’s best nesting is now even better

Version 2022.1 brings a host of new features to 
ALPHACAM’s xNesting. Now, when there are multiple 
sheets of the same pattern in a job, the software only 
outputs one pattern with the quantity designated in the 
sheet label, report, and NC file, saving processing time. A 
new Common Cut technology reduces machining time by 
optimizing toolpaths that include parts with common lines. 
Additionally, angled saw cuts and angled work planes are 
now able to be nested. 

More new features

Version 2022.1 includes even more enhancements that 
help customers streamline their CAM programming, 
including support for Windows 11, improvements to solid 
machining strategies, additional ways to process CAD files, 
and more.

In addition to reconfiguring how ALPHACAM functionality is segmented, we’ve added a wide range of enhancements that improve the 
capabilities for users.
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Hexagon is a global leader in digital reality solutions, combining sensor, 
software and autonomous technologies. We are putting data to work 
to boost efficiency, productivity, quality and safety across industrial, 
manufacturing, infrastructure, public sector, and mobility applications.

Our technologies are shaping production and people-related ecosystems 
to become increasingly connected and autonomous – ensuring a scalable, 
sustainable future.

Hexagon’s Manufacturing Intelligence division provides solutions 
that use data from design and engineering, production and metrology 
to make manufacturing smarter. For more information, visit hexagonmi.com.

Learn more about Hexagon (Nasdaq Stockholm: HEXA B) at hexagon.com 
and follow us @HexagonAB.


